Update on the emergency medical treatment of anaphylactic reactions for first medical responders and for community nurses
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Consensus guidelines on the emergency treatment of anaphylactic reactions were published in 1999 in the Journal of Accident and Emergency Medicine, and in Resuscitation. These guidelines were intended for first medical responders, and more specifically those without expert knowledge or specialist interest. In general they have been well received.

After the publications, we received a large number of letters from community nurses. They explained that adherence to the new guidelines was difficult in their situation because they did not have access to the drugs that were mentioned, apart from adrenaline (epinephrine). Moreover, many were troubled by the recommendations for children’s doses that included a suggestion of using the twofold dilution for the lowest dose.

The British National Formulary also offers advice on anaphylaxis, and there was some concern on all sides that the doses of adrenaline (epinephrine) were different in the British National Formulary from those given in the consensus guidelines.

In order to resolve both of these problems, a meeting was held between representatives of the Project Team, of the British National Formulary, and of the Department of Health (representing the interests of community nurses). The meeting was wholly successful, and as a result we have made some very small changes in the first medical responder document to the doses of adrenaline (epinephrine) for children, and we have also taken the opportunity of modifying the age brackets to bring them closer into line with the recommendations from the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health. We have also prepared modified simpler algorithms for community nurses that do not include any drugs apart from adrenaline (epinephrine).

Figures 1 and 2 show the first medical responder guidelines for adults and for children incorporating the very minor changes that have been made. The changes are as follows:
1 In the adult algorithm footnote ‡ offers advice in relation to adults who are treated with an Epipen. This is an increasingly common practice. A caution has been added in relation to tricyclics and β blockers.

2 In the children’s algorithm, the age brackets are now <6 months, >6 months to 6 years, 6 years to 12 years, and >12 years.

3 The dose of adrenaline (epinephrine) for young children has been changed slightly from 125 µg to 120 µg, which is believed to be more realistic.

4 Likewise the smallest dose for infants is now 50 µg instead of 62.5 µg without any advice for twofold dilution.

5 Identical doses of adrenaline (epinephrine) have been recommended for use by community nurses.

These changes are relatively inconsequential, but the new doses are preferred by community nurses and we wish to achieve consistency of recommendations. The simplified algorithms for community nurses are shown in figures 3 and 4.

The new doses are now compatible with the advice to be offered in the British National Formulary and identical to those that will appear in the new version of the Green Book to be published by the Department of Health in relation to immunisation and vaccination.

The Project Team of the Resuscitation Council (UK) is pleased that the objective of uniform guidelines for first medical responders (and now for community nurses as well) has been realised. The consensus guidelines are not intended to replace guidelines for specialist groups in hospitals.
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